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The Lord’s Prayer April 24, 2016 
Part One of Heart-to-Heart: A Study of Prayer by Dr. Scott F. Heine 

Introduction 

This morning, we’re going to begin a quest together. 

Over the next few weeks, we’re going to journey though a 

wide variety of conversations in history — conversations 

between individuals and God. Our goal is to discover a 

deeper intimacy with our Creator and Lord. Perhaps we’ll 

clear up a few misunderstandings along the way, and we 

might even discover a few surprises. 

But, of course, merely learning about prayer isn’t the 

same as experiencing prayer. I mean, what’s the fun of 

knowing all the ingredients in a chocolate cake if you never 

bake one or taste one or savor a slice? 

So, if you’re courageous and want to embark on this 

quest with us, let’s actually begin together in prayer. And, 

just to bring us all together with one thought and voice, 

would you pray these words with me: 

Heavenly Father and Lord of my life, I want to know 

you in a deeper, intimate way. Teach me how to 

pray with fresh transparency and surrender. 
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Take any distracting thoughts away from me. Help 

me to put into practice all that I learn from you. 

Speak, Lord, for your servant is listening. 

The Prayer of the Lord 

It seemed appropriate to me that if we were going to 

learn about prayer, we ought to start with perhaps the best 

known prayer in world history — the very prayer of the 

Lord himself. 

There are actually two versions of The Lord’s Prayer 

recorded for us in the 1st century biographies of Jesus in the 

New Testament. 

 One of them is found in Luke 11, and is a direct 

answer to the questions of Jesus’ followers about how 

to pray. 

Jesus was praying in a certain place, and when he 

finished, one of his disciples said to him, “Lord, 

teach us to pray, as John taught his disciples.” 
(Luke 11:1 ESV)  

We’re not sure exactly when & where this 

conversation took place. Luke has assembled his 

biography of Jesus by interviewing significant 
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eyewitnesses, including the disciples themselves. 

Luke mentions The Lord’s Prayer after Jesus’ visit to 

the home of his friends: Mary, Martha, and Lazarus. 

And Luke points out that Jesus offers something of a 

“follow-up” instruction about praying in the form of a 

parable (which, I think, we may look at together next 

week). 

 The other account of The Lord’s Prayer in the Bible is 

found in Matthew 6, right at the center of Jesus’ 

Sermon on the Mount (which is just a fancy title for 

one of the longest recorded lessons that Jesus taught 

— about 3 chapters of Matthew’s gospel.)  

(By the way, contrary to popular opinion, Jesus 

wasn’t standing on a mountain when he shared the 

Sermon on the Mount. He was standing on the 

northern shore of the Sea of Galilee, and the crowd 

was gathered on the hillside above him in something 

of a natural amphitheater there, where the acoustics 

would have made it easy for thousands of people to 

hear Jesus.) 

In the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus was talking about the 

futility of the Law and the inadequacy of performance-based 

living in order to please God. The Lord is looking deeper into 

us, Jesus says. It’s not merely a matter of what we do, but 

rather who we are that shapes what we do. 
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At some point, Jesus challenges the idea of prayers that 

become displays for the people rather than heart-to-heart 

conversations with God. Jesus says: 

When you pray, you must not be like the 

hypocrites. For they love to stand and pray in the 

synagogues and at the street corners, that they may 

be seen by others. Truly, I say to you, they have 

received their reward. (Matthew 6:5 ESV)  

Easy enough to understand. Prayer is not a ceremony. 

It’s not a display of our piety. It’s not a chance for us to show 

off how eloquent we are… with our clever phrases, and our 

“thee’s and thou’s,” and our rich… emotional… heart-moving 

delivery.  

Prayer is talking to God, not for people. Our prayers may 

not be fancy, but they do need to be sincere.  

(I was thinking this week about an older gentleman that 

was part of our church in Phoenix many years ago. His name 

was Hal, and I loved listening to him pray. His prayers would 

go something like this, “Lord, help my friend Patti.” Or “God, 

you know what we need and we trust you.” And that would 

be it. Just simple, single sentences offered with honesty. Love 

it! ) 
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Jesus continued with his cautions about insincere 

prayer: 

When you pray, do not heap up empty phrases as 

the Gentiles do, for they think that they will be 

heard for their many words. Do not be like them, 

for your Father knows what you need before you 

ask him. (Matthew 6:7–8 ESV)  

By the way, I think there is incredible irony that right 

after Jesus warns us against repeating the same phrases over 

and over again — like some kind of spiritual, meditative 

chant — he offers us the example of the Lord’s Prayer, which 

has become the most repeated spiritual, meditative chant in 

all of Christendom.  “Don’t pray the same words over and 

over again….” and then some religious traditions pray the 

very next words over and over again. (Praise God that he is 

patient with us thick-headed mortals!) 

(And, yes, I’m aware of the teaching of some religious 

traditions that use recited prayers as a means of focusing a 

person’s thoughts away from the stuff of this world and onto 

the person of God. I even applaud them for their motive. But 

Jesus indicates here that it’s so much better to focus our 

thoughts on composing our words rather than reciting 

someone else’s words. There’s benefit in choosing what we 

say to God, because part of prayer is the shaping of our own 
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thoughts in relationship to the Lord. Why settle for 

something less, except as the result of ages-old religious 

corruption that — at one time — thought of the average 

person as too dull and uneducated to be trusted with the 

opportunity to come directly to God and speak heart-to-

heart with him? ) 

No, Jesus offers a far more beautiful portrait of prayer 

— a conversation with God that is deep and intimate and 

fresh and personal — when Jesus tells us in the midst of 

those warnings: 

But when you pray, go into your room and shut the 

door and pray to your Father who is in secret. And 

your Father who sees in secret will reward you. 
(Matthew 6:6 ESV)  

Words of Surrender 

And with those thoughts, Jesus teaches the crowds 

about the content of our time of personal, private, intimate 

heart-to-heart talks with God. 

The Intimate Address 

Pray then like this: Our Father in heaven… (Matthew 

6:9 ESV)  
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Right off the bat, Jesus invites us to do something that 

was unheard of amidst the crowds of his day. He invites us to 

approach God with a sense of loving relationship rather than 

trembling fear. 

Of all the names Jesus could have chosen — Sovereign 

God, the Almighty, Lord of the Warhost of Heaven, Provider 

and Protector, the Great I AM — Jesus chose something so 

much more intimate: Father. Because prayer is drawing close 

to God in relationship, and Jesus emphasizes that we are 

welcome and wanted in that relationship. 

Pray then like this: Our Father in heaven, hallowed 

be your name. (Matthew 6:9 ESV) 

“Hallowed.” There’s a word we don’t use very often 

anymore. “Venerated. Sacred. Regarded as holy. Perfect and 

complete.” It’s the same idea that Peter talked about in one 

of his New Testament letters: 

In your hearts honor Christ the Lord as holy… (1 Peter 

3:15 ESV)  

It’s what God described in his words to the prophet 

Isaiah: 
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When they see… all the blessings I have given them, 

they will recognize the holiness of the Holy One… 

They will stand in awe of God… (Isaiah 29:23 NLT)  

So our prayers, in the context of our intimate 

relationship with our Heavenly Father, begin with a request 

that God’s holiness and sacredness be recognized. 

But doesn’t that very request imply something? Doesn’t 

asking for God’s name to be honored imply that we will 

honor God? I mean, we can hardly stand before God with a 

straight face and pray something like, “Oh, God, please make 

my friend Tim honor you. And Mary. Oh, and Peter, too. 

Really make him honor you. In fact, make everyone 

everywhere honor you. Don’t worry about me, so much. I’m 

not asking for me; I’m asking for everyone else. Hallowed by 

your name!” Sounds kind of silly that way, doesn’t it? 

And so we stumble into a really important part of 

prayer. Prayer involves surrender. Prayer changes us.  

Pray then like this: Our Father in heaven, hallowed 

be your name. (Matthew 6:9 ESV) 

“May your name be honored, Father… and may the 

recognition of your sacred holiness begin with me.” 
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Surrender for the Kingdom 

Your kingdom come… (Matthew 6:10 ESV)  

“And, again, may it begin with me.” 

You know, just about everything Jesus said had 

something to do with his kingdom. In fact, shortly before 

Matthew shares this prayer and the Sermon on the Mount 

with us, he says that from the very beginning of Jesus’ 3-year 

ministry, starting right after the showdown with Satan in the 

desert, everywhere Jesus went he taught a common theme. 

There was a central idea to all that Jesus said: 

“Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand.” 
(Matthew 4:17 ESV)  

“Turn around and head in a new direction — away from 

the selfishness of pride and sin, away from bondage of law 

and rules, away from the notion of self-sufficiency or 

performance-based living. Go in a new direction… toward 

God, carried forward by his love and grace. Live a new life in 

a new kingdom. See the world through new eyes. See every 

person as the priceless masterpiece of the Creator, worthy of 

love and invitation and compassion. Embrace a new destiny: 

to bring God glory by bringing people to him. Let the great 

treasure and mission of God’s kingdom be the passion of 
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your life and the purpose of your remaining days on this 

earth.” 

So when we pray… 

Your kingdom come… (Matthew 6:10 ESV)  

…there’s the implication that we are embracing a kingdom 

mindset. That the perspective and passion and priorities and 

purpose of God becomes the all-consuming focus of our life. 

It’s not about us anymore; it’s all about God’s kingdom. And 

the eagerness for God’s kingdom will be reflected in our 

thoughts and our words, our relationships and our choices, 

the way we spend our time, the way we invest our resources, 

and everything else. 

In fact, just a few verses after sharing the model of the 

Lord’s Prayer, Jesus continues his Sermon on the Mount by 

focusing on our priorities in life. “Don’t spend your money on 

luxuries and comforts for this life, because this life won’t last. 

Store up treasures in heaven. Don’t worry about the stuff of 

this world, because your Father values you and will provide 

for you.” 

But seek first the kingdom of God and his 

righteousness… (Matthew 6:33 ESV)  
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Above all else. The first and greatest priority of our 

lives. 

Surrender for His Pleasure 

Your kingdom come, your will be done, on earth as 

it is in heaven. (Matthew 6:10 ESV)  

Again, the implication here is personal surrender. “May 

your desires be carried out by your people, God… beginning 

with me. May my life reflect your glory, just as heaven itself 

reflects your glory. May everything I think, everything I say, 

everything I do… may it all bring you delight, Father. I 

embrace your agenda, your ambitions. May I follow your 

example and give my life away for the sake of introducing 

others to your love and grace and new life. I surrender my will 

for yours.” 

The way Jesus is demonstrating prayer to us, our 

conversations with God seem to be more about us asking 

what God desires of us than stating what we desire of God. 

Words of Dependence 

So… what? Are we not supposed to ask God for anything 

for ourselves? After all, the difference between “prayer” and 
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simple “conversation” is that prayer involves a petition. A 

request. And entreaty of the divine. 

We get the idea that our request for God’s glory and 

purpose and pleasure implies surrender on our part. But 

doesn’t prayer involve asking God for things? 

Yes. Absolutely. In fact, God invites us to ask him about 

everything that may be weighing on our minds. 

Don’t worry about anything; instead, pray about 

everything. Tell God what you need, and thank him 

for all he has done. (Philippians 4:6 NLT)  

So if it’s on our minds — if it’s weighing us down and 

distracting us from “hallowing God’s name” and “seeking his 

kingdom first” and “surrendering our will for his,” then by all 

means pray about it. Tell God what we need… or, at least, 

what we think we need. Remember that just before the 

Lord’s Prayer Jesus said,  

Your Father knows what you need before you ask 

him. (Matthew 6:8 ESV)  

So what should we ask for? 
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Depending for Life 

Give us this day our daily bread… (Matthew 6:11 ESV)  

I’m deeply humbled by the simplicity of Jesus’ request. 

“Give me what I need to live just one more day.” 

Of course, if you are Jewish, and if you were gathered 

among the thousands of Jews in that natural amphitheater 

by the Sea of Galilee, and if you heard Jesus talking about 

living off God’s daily provision of bread, you couldn’t help 

but think of the blessing of manna — the miracle God’s 

people experienced in their wilderness wanderings during 

the days of Moses long before. Each morning they would 

wake up and all the food they needed would be spread out 

on their doorstep. But only the food they needed for that 

day; if they tried to store it up, it simply spoiled. God didn’t 

want them feeling self-sufficient or safe. He didn’t want them 

trusting what they had tucked away in their pantries. He 

wanted them to depend upon him day-by-day for their lives. 

And that’s what Jesus demonstrates for us in the Lord’s 

Prayer — an attitude of daily dependence upon God. Not 

trusting in ourselves. Trusting in him and him alone. 

I’m guessing that very few of us have ever been put in 

the position of the Israelites scooping up manna for the day. 

Most of us have an idea of where our next meal might come 
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from. We might face lean times, but we’re not afraid that the 

food will run out… that we have only enough for this day, 

and then there’s nothing left.  

So this kind of dependence upon God is kind of an 

abstract idea for us; it’s sort of what Jesus was talking about 

when he spoke of camels being shoved through the eyes of 

needles. When we feel like our needs are met, and when we 

feel like we’re responsible for meeting our needs, the sense 

of daily dependence upon God diminishes. 

Part of our prayers with God should involve recognition 

that all we have is his. Everything we enjoy is his gift to us, 

on loan to us to meet our needs. And, honestly, as we’re 

grateful for him meeting our needs, perhaps we’ll scale back 

our own appetites for more. We’re surrounded by 

abundance… far more than Jesus and his followers enjoyed 

as they wandered the countryside… homeless, trusting God 

for each new day, for a place to sleep, for a warm meal, for 

whatever they needed so they could focus on “his kingdom 

coming and his will being done” as they invited others to 

discover his love and grace. 

Perhaps our prayers will lead us into a more humble 

satisfaction with simplicity, with less, so that we’re not 

distracted by our accumulation of the stuff of this world. 
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By the way, I need to point something out here. The 

word Jesus uses for “daily” bread — ἐπιούσιος [epioúsios] 

— is kind of unique. It only occurs twice in the Bible, in the 

two accounts of the Lord’s Prayer. To make it even tougher to 

translate, you won’t find that term in the other surviving 

literature of the 1st century, making it a really hard word to 

translate. 

Since Jesus had just said “today” (“this day”), the context 

suggests that the word might have something to do with 

time — most likely, the idea of “the new day dawning.” But 

that would make the Lord’s Prayer some kind of morning 

appeal rather than a timeless statement of surrender and 

dependence. 

The most literal idea would be one of “sufficiency.” In 

other words, “Father, I depend upon you today. For this day. 

Trusting that you will give me everything I need for life. You 

are more than enough.” So it’s not just the bread that we eat, 

but God’s supply of all that life requires of us.  

Or, quite simply, “Father in heaven, I need you today.”  

Depending for Purity  

Give us this day our daily bread, and forgive us our 

debts, as we also have forgiven our debtors. (Matthew 

6:11–12 ESV)  
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Literally, “forgive us in the same way that we forgive 

others. Let our forgiveness determine our expectation of your 

forgiveness, Father.” 

For what it’s worth, this is one of the places where the 

account of the Lord’s Prayer in Matthew (as part of the 

Sermon on the Mount) and the account in Luke (as the 

answer to the disciple’s question about how to pray) — this 

is one place where the accounts are different. 

 Matthew uses the word ὀφείλημα [opheílēma], 

which means “a debt, an obligation, something that’s 

due.” The idea is that our actions deserve justice, but 

we’re asking for mercy instead… mercy to the same 

extent that we’re willing to share mercy with others. 

 Luke, on the other hand, uses the word ἁμαρτία 

[hamartía], meaning “moral failure, guilt, 

wrongdoing.” The idea is that we recognize that we 

have failed to live up to God’s holy expectations, and 

we’re asking him to pardon us… to the same extent 

that we’re willing to pardon others and let them off 

the hook for the way they’ve disappointed us or hurt 

us or victimized us. 

In both accounts, the idea is that we recognize our 

dependence upon God. Apart from him, we would remain 
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lost in our own bondage to selfishness and self-sufficiency 

and sin. 

So part of our prayers with God involve us keeping a 

clean slate relationally. (Yes, theologically, our sins are 

forgiven once for all when we come before God. Our guilt 

was resolved 2000 years ago on the cross when Jesus said, 

“It is finished.” In fact, in some sense, our guilt was resolved 

before the universe existed, as Ephesians tells us that God 

knew us in advance and began telling our story that would 

lead to us being holy and innocent before him. So it’s not like 

Jesus is saying that we need to keep coming back to God day-

after-day, sin-after-sin, re-condemned to judgment, needing 

to be saved and redeemed over and over and over again. But 

there is a sense in any relationship — even one based on the 

deepest of unconditional commitments and sealed the in the 

covenant of Christ’s blood — in which it is appropriate to 

apologize, to own our failings, to express regret, and to 

humbly declare our ongoing dependence upon God for 

purity and righteousness.) 

Forgive us our debts, as we also have forgiven our 

debtors. And lead us not into temptation, but 

deliver us from evil. (Matthew 6:12–13 ESV)  

(By the way, Matthew’s account includes that last bit 

about being “delivered from evil.” When Jesus answered the 
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question in Luke, he gave the shorter version that didn’t 

include that bit.) 

The point is this: we need God for our forgiveness and 

purity, and we need God for his ongoing righteousness.  

In the same way that the first part of the prayer is all 

about surrender — honoring God’s name, seeking his 

kingdom above all else, desiring what he desires — the 

second part of the prayer is all about dependence — needing 

him every day for life, needing him for living with a clean 

slate and reflecting his character, needing him to keep us 

safe from ourselves (much less safe from our spiritual 

enemy). 

Of course, once again, there’s an implication here. “Keep 

me from temptation” sort of implies that we’re not going to 

go looking for provocation, right? “God, you know I’ve got 

this problem with greed. So here’s the deal: I’m going to take 

a little trip over to Tyson’s Corner. I’m just gonna stroll past all 

the shops and gaze into all the windows. But I’m trusting you 

to keep my eyes from seeing anything that I want, anything 

that I think I need in order to be happier. This is your chance 

to prove how very powerful you are, God! Oh, and since I’ve 

got that history with compulsive behavior and substance 

dependency, I’ll stop by my favorite old Irish pub on the way 

home. But I’m telling you right now that I’m only gonna order 
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a club soda; none of that addictive whiskey that I used to 

enjoy so much. I’m trusting you to lead me not into 

temptation here, Lord.” Ridiculous, right? 

The Doxology? 

Far better to simply pray as Jesus demonstrated, taking 

the time to think through our own words to the Lord offered 

in complete sincerity. Talking to God heart-to-heart about 

our surrender for his glory and our dependence upon him 

for life and living. 

Oh, Father, who loves me and invites me and wants me, 

May my life glorify you and bring you honor. May 

everything I say and do reflect your sacred holiness as 

you work in me. May all my choices this day reflect your 

choices for me. May your passion be my passion. May 

your purpose be my purpose. 

I need you, Lord. I don’t want to live apart from you. I am 

grateful for all your blessings this day, and I ask that you 

help me remain dependent upon you. 

When I stumble, pick me up and help me walk in your 

righteousness. Give me the strength to live out who I am 

in you, shunning my old appetites and selfish desires, and 
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treating everyone I encounter with your grace, your 

kindness, your forgiveness, and your compassion. 

Amen. 

Of course, you may be thinking, what about that last 

little line, the “doxology” which makes the whole Lord’s 

Prayer into such a great sacred song with such a beautiful 

crescendo that leaves us with goosebumps? What about… 

For thine is the kingdom, and the power, and the 

glory, for ever. Amen. (Matthew 6:13 KJV)  

Well, Jesus probably didn’t say that. I mean, he may 

have said something like that in his lifetime — words 

proclaiming the glory and power of God’s kingdom. The 

words are certainly true. And these words — this doxology 

— is found in the majority of manuscripts dating to about 

the 5th century A.D. or later. But they’re not found in the 

oldest manuscripts, the ones that date most closely to the 

original writing. The words seem to be more of an inline 

“footnote” added by enthusiastic Christian scribes who were 

swept up in the beauty of Christ’s prayer and added their 

own response to the words that were becoming a repeated 

part of Christian ritual. 
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Probably a good reason for us to rely on more recent, 

more scholarly translations of the Bible that make use of the 

best historical evidence. 

Nonetheless, as we pray this week — as we tuck 

ourselves away in that secret place in our lives, just us and 

God, one-on-one, heart-to-heart, drawing upon the model 

that Jesus has offered us to shape our own declarations of 

surrender and dependence to God — feel free to be swept up 

in the wonders of renewed intimacy and passion with our 

Father in heaven. Who knows, you may even burst forth in 

doxology! And if you’re really eager to be biblically accurate, 

worship with confidence in the very words of scripture, 

offered to us by God himself, to give voice to our prayers: 

Yours, O LORD, is the greatness, the power, the 

glory, the victory, and the majesty. Everything in the 

heavens and on earth is yours, O LORD, and this is 

your kingdom. We adore you as the one who is over 

all things. (1 Chronicles 29:11 NLT)  

 

PRAYER   •   SONG: Surrender (Marc James) 


